AFMS
Advanced Fleet Management System

Real-time Location and Status with Exception Based Alerts
360°View on Fleet Operations and Cost
Reduced Risk Associated with Transportation
Key Toolset for a Secure, Safe and Efficient Fleet
Ensures Duty of Care, Regulatory and Legislative Compliance
Modular, Flexible and Scalable System With Open Interfaces
The Right Information at the Right Time to the Right Person.
ADAMS™ Compatible
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Astrata’s Advanced Fleet Management System, Astrata AFMS, maximizes the productivity of fleet operations, eliminating unnecessary cost and saving valuable time, providing real-time actionable data in the most accessible format.

Astrata AFMS is utilized by domestic and MNC transport fleets that rely on Astrata as an integral part of their operations. Often integrating its Astrata AFMS with a customer’s other systems, the Astrata solution minimizes risks, increases efficiency, reduces costs and enhances productivity in transport and fleet operations.

Users of Astrata AFMS are able to access critical and actionable information in real time via Astrata’s powerful online web interface GLSi™ from a control centre, workstation computer, tablet even smartphone. Astrata GLSi displays numerous features including interactive maps, provides real-time vehicle data such as position, speed, current heading and driver identification, dynamic management of fleet vehicles and other assets.

Via GLSi™, users can easily create rules and geofenced zones based on their specific requirements, with an associated array of exception-based violation alerts. A powerful data-analytics tool, Astrata AFMS offers various data-rich reports and interactive replay tools to extract historical vehicle and driver data.

When compliance is a must, Astrata AFMS fleet operators can rest assured that their fleets are being operated in accordance with the requisite company policies and procedures and adhering to all the relevant legislative rules and regulations.

For fleet operators wanting to fully integrate fleet management with other core company functions—such as dispatch and delivery, inventory management, and HR, Astrata FMS can be deployed in combination with Astrata’s powerful enterprise software ADAMS™ resulting in the most comprehensive fleet and operational management system available in the world today.

Astrata’s fleet management solutions are relied upon by some of the largest fleet operators in Europe, Asia-Pacific and the Middle East.

Headquartered in Singapore and with operations on five continents, Astrata is a global leader in Location Based IT Solutions and Advanced Telematics Services to Enterprise and Government customers the world over. With a reputation for sophisticated high-end solutions and deployments, customers across a wide array of sectors and industry verticals entrust Astrata with the provision of their mission critical fleet management, transport, safety and security applications. Astrata’s turn-key solutions are based around a full range of proprietary GLP™ and Truck-Linc™ hardware, DriverLinc™ Tablet and its best in class back software platforms – GLSi™ and FleetVisor™.
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